March 12, 2007

To: all the Citizens of the World
cc: all the Legislatures of the Various States of America
cc: all the Governors of the Various States of America
cc: all the Congresspersons of the United States of America
cc: the President of the United States of America
cc: Others

Dear Fellow World Citizen:

“I will tell you. There is one country we haven’t referred to at all during this conversation, which is Israel. And I think we -- the Americans, and as far as that goes, the British -- have supported a regime in Israel which becomes more and more authoritarian every day, which has treated the Palestinians in the most deplorable way. Which will do anything ... And I think while we have this relationship with Israel, while we support -- I’m speaking as a Jew, by the way -- and I deplore what Israel is doing.”

[I deplore the occupation of the West Bank] “And also that continual harassment of the Palestinians. The humiliation that they bring to their lives. The actual hours and hours that people have spent trying to get to a hospital, trying to get to a school and so on, but are stopped by Israeli soldiers who are actually simply thugs. Now, while we support this regime and don’t do anything to correct it, then we’re bound to come against a tremendous antagonism throughout the Middle East. Because that is the central issue of the Middle East when it comes down to it.”


Will the Congressional, Executive, and Judicial Branches of the United States Government ever have the wisdom of Harold?

Do other peoples of the world, who do not have our First Amendment Protections, not speak up for fear of being put in prison?

________________________________________________________________________

“I’m so proud. My five children. And because in the Jewish tradition, the lineage is with the mother, not the father, my five children are eligible for Israeli citizenship today, any time they want to go there. And they all know that and they’re proud of that fact, Charlie.”

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid on the Charlie Rose Show March 5, 2007.

Why would anyone be proud to become a citizen of a state founded by terrorists and controlled by terrorists who violate International Law, United Nations Resolutions, and treat other people inhumanly? Would they like to be the ones dropping United States provided cluster bombs on women and children? Would they like to be the ones to launch United States provided missiles with nuclear warheads? Would they like to be the ones mistreating the Palestine people and not allowing them to return to their Land, their Homes, and their Livelihood? Would they like to be the ones withholding funds and demanding economic sanctions against the Palestine people for wanting their Land, their Homes, and their Livelihood back that was taken from them by terrorists shortly after World War II?
“We all want to stop terrorists, we all want to stop criminals, but the FBI works for us the American people, not the other way around and you cannot have a set of rules which says they can be outside the rules, everybody else has to be within them. The laws are there for everybody. They have not been followed here. I believe neither the sprit of the law nor the letter of the law.”

*Senator Patrick Leahy on the News Hour Friday, March 9, 2007.*

If Congress wants to stop terrorists, its members must recall that they also work for us the American people and you cannot have a set of International rules which says that one Nation can be outside the rules, and all other Nations have to be within them. International laws are there for everybody. Why does the United States provide Armament and financial aid to ONE country in the Middle East that has been in violation of International Law, United Nations Resolutions, and has treated other people inhumanely almost ever since it was created, but invades and threatens to invade other Nations in the Middle East with lesser violations?

When the Nazis Terrorists continued to violate International Law after Land was taken from Czechoslovakia and given to them, they were forced to accept unconditional surrender. Nothing less must be accepted from the Zionist Terrorists.

It is time for the United States and all other Nations to enforce International Law, United Nations Resolutions, and crimes against Humanity the same on all the people of the World.

**Will the Nations Standup before the People Standup?**

Please distribute to as many Citizens of the World as you can. Thank You.

Have a good day

Tony

100% Citizen of the United States of America

Anton J. Grambihler
2008 Davison Ave.
Richland WA 99354-2015
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